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NEXT MEETING: 
Friday, November 9th, 2022, at 7:00 PM 

The New Sand Creek Police Station 950 Academy Park Loop 

(Northeast of the intersection of Fountain/Academy) 

Colorado Springs, Colorado  



 
January 14th, 2022 (Friday) 

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting CANCELLED 

Contest: {to be determined} Program:  

February 11th, 2022 (Friday) 

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: Railroad structure Program: Arduinos 

March 11th, 2022 (Friday) 

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: Rolling stock Program: Southern Pacific’s Daylight 

April 8th, 2022 (Friday) 

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: “Bent Screwdriver” Program: {to be determined} 

 (Unusual April Fools items) 

May 13th, 2022 (Friday) 

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: Steam Program: {to be determined} 

June 10th, 2022 (Friday) 

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: Diesel Program: {to be determined} 

July 8th, 2022 (Friday) 

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: Photos RR Program: {to be determined} 

August 12th, 2022 (Friday) 

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: Dioramas Program: {to be determined} 

September 9th, 2022 (Friday)  

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: {to be determined} Program: Joe & Kristin’s Alaskan 

Adventures 

October 14th, 2022 (Friday)  

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: {to be determined} Program: Flat Cars and Their Loads 

November 11th, 2022 (Friday)  

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: {to be determined} Program: {to be determined} 

December 9th, 2022 (Friday)  

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting. 

Program: Xmas Party 
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The Milepost, Volume 42, Number 12, December 2022, is published monthly, as an 
electronic document (Adobe PDF file), by, and under the authority of, the Pikes Peak 

Division (Rocky Mountain Region), of the National Model Railroad Association. Our 
meetings are usually held on the second Friday of each month at the Sand Creek Police 
Station, 950 Academy Park Loop (northeast of the intersection of Fountain and Academy), 

in Colorado Springs, Colorado, at 7:00 PM. Please come to one of our meetings. We would 
love to meet you. All scales are welcome. Besides our monthly meeting, we have swap meets, train shows, and other model 

railroads (and railroad) activities. All content in this journal is copyrighted to its respective owner unless otherwise noted. 
Please do not use content from this newsletter in other publications, newspapers, magazines, books, websites, etcetera, 
without explicit case-by-case permission. The editor of The Milepost is Mr. David Bristow. He can be contacted at the e-mail 

address of: dave@bristow-family.org Thank you. 
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3. 

Next Meeting on Friday, December 9 
Our meeting will be held at: The Sand Creek Police Station, 950 Academy Park Loop (northeast of 
the intersection of Fountain and Academy), in Colorado Springs, Colorado 

Be sure to check out the Rocky Mountain NMRA Callboard: https://www.rmr-
nmra.org/callboard.htm 

Editor’s Thoughts 
Here it is, the milepost 22 is starting to show up no longer in front of us but beside us as we pass it 
approaching the next milepost in our journey through life. Just a reminder there are but 27 days left 
of 2022! 

 

I have no idea where 338 days have gone, well that’s not entirely true. I’ve been to Canada twice, and 
to the Mediterranean, worked on my model railroad, mostly on rollingstock and software. I’ve 
mentioned in the past that being at the mercy of the myriad of open and free packages I use to 
develop several single page applications (SPA) security issues are quickly reported by GitHub1, but 
the owners of the problem packages don’t always repair them as quickly as one would want. 
Additionally, there’s the constant “improvements” being made to those packages. Vue2 has working 
on a major upgrade going from version 2 to 3, unfortunately this has required rewriting of a good 
deal of the code I had done under version 2! 

Recently Microsoft the owners of GitHub and Visual Studio Code have introduced artificial 
intelligence (AI)to assist with code development. I’ve signed up for a trial. I find it useful in 
completing code section, but not always. Regardless of whether it’s written by me or the AI engine it 
still needs extensive testing! 

 
1 GitHub is a free online source code repository. 
2 Vue is an open-source front end JavaScript framework for building user interfaces and single-page applications. 

https://www.rmr-nmra.org/callboard.htm
https://www.rmr-nmra.org/callboard.htm
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I’ve completed two of my four SPAs and am 80% through another SPA. Here’s a screen shot of my 
inventory SPA. 

 

Hopefully I can complete the rest of my work early in the next year. 

Wishing the best for you and yours in 2023! 

David 

Conductor’s Corner 

Thanksgiving is over now and time to start thinking about two important events in December - our 
division party and gift exchange plus you know - Christmas!! Tony has been shopping and picked 
out two boxes filled with lots of train stuff. Kristin and Charlotte will be wrapping these gifts with the 
next few days. I know Joe had his column written for the Milepost during the first week of 
November. Jack will be bringing a cake to the party as tradition insists. I hope ALL of you will attend 
the festivities regardless of how active you have been this year in the division. Please try to attend 
even if you prefer not to participate in the gift exchange, we want ALL division members to feel 
welcome to attend. This will be our last division get together this year. Our division becomes 
stronger, "funner" and more vibrant from having more participation, not less people. Our January 
issue of the Milepost will include more thoughts and ideas concerning 2023 activities. I want to 
thank once again all our division officers, Milepost contributors and membership for all that you did 
this year to keep our division strong. 

The division Christmas Party is coming along right on schedule. Tony has purchased a lot of 
presents from Roy and Kristin and Charlotte have gotten them all wrapped. The regular gift 
exchange plus the lady’s gift exchange goes like it does every year, right after our election of 
officers for the 2023 calendar year. Jack will oversee the gift exchange as tradition requires plus 
bringing the cake. Most all of us will also be bringing some sort of other munchies. I will give a quick 
report about our RMR Board of Directors meeting on December 3rd. Please remember that Bob 
Bandy has invited the division to his layout open house tomorrow the 10th. Any business that can 
wait until next January should be tabled until then. I hope to see all of you reading this at our party 
on the 9th. 

Merry Christmas to all in the division and every model railroader 

everywhere and hoping we all have a very happy new year!!! 

Wade Mountz 
Superintendent 
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Drawing Prizes Preview 
By Tony Pawlicki 

“Teaser” preview of the gifts available at the drawing during intermission at the December 2022 
Pikes Peak Division NMRA Christmas Party meeting. The good news is that no one will need to buy 
drawing tickets this month!  Instead, the drawing tickets in the bucket are one ticket per person who 
has ever bought tickets during 2022. We will randomly draw from the bucket and give the gifts out 
accordingly. If there are gifts remaining, the whole set of tickets goes back into the bucket and 
drawings continue, to determine who get the leftovers. 

Swapping is legal; if you’re feeling lucky, you don’t even have to have opened either or both gifts 
involved. 

Remember to thank Roy of Roy’s Trains for the hefty discount he provided the Division when the 
gifts were acquired, at Roy’s newer and larger location in Chapel Hills Mall (at the extreme West end 
of the second level, a couple hundred yards West of the previous location). 

OFFERINGS PREVIEWS:  Only the elves know what is behind the wrappings and they aren’t telling. In 
fact, only I and the elves know who they are, so you can’t bribe them to get an edge in swapping. 
After all, if you can’t trust an elf, whom can you trust? 
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December Wavy Rails 
By Joe Costa 

 

Trestles of Yamhill County 
Kristin and I flew to McMinnville, Oregon, in October, to attend a wedding in Portland, Oregon. (Twice 
during the event, the Amtrak Coastal went by but a privacy fence made it impossible to get a 
picture.) 

Back around McMinnville, we passed a few of the dozen wooden trestles in the area. On the last 
day, we talked our hosts into “trestle chasing.” 
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This, of course, was the obviously appropriate vantage point to take a picture of a trestle. 

 

 

Here, from the linked video below, you can see that the trestle is still in active use: 
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Here is a better shot of the Portland and Western Locomotive. On two occasions we saw it running 
through McMinnville. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ndWxt9w2tVM 

A little further to the left of the long trestle, I took a few shots of another trestle and a crossing: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ndWxt9w2tVM
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Private railroad crossings may not be something you notice too often. They also have blue signs. 

Notice also, that there is not any “free space” on the trestle to walk on. Since trains can stick out a 
couple feet on the side, walking would be a very bad, illegal idea. 

Serious Garden Railroaders in the Area: 
Kristin’s friends were both there for the photo shoot for the local paper (Rusty is a professional 
photographer): 

https://newsregister.com/scaling-down 

This is an article from the local paper about a garden railroader from a couple years ago. 
Garden railroading is not a rainy season activity. A casket factory is kind of an unusual thing 
to model. 

https://newsregister.com/scaling-down
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Now, the railcar, that is fantastic: 

 

Continuing the trestle/bridge theme: 
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We’ll come back in the summer sometime to ride the Oregon Coastal Scenic Railroad and the Mount 
Hood Railroad. 

Does this Indiana & Ohio Railroad engine look a little like the Portland & Western? 
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Maybe, it’s because they are all part of the Genesee & Wyoming system. Note the shameless 
Operation Lifesaver plug. 

Whose Bridge is it Anyhow? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hFS_74CTa0k 

On the one hand, we warn you not to be on the same bridge as a train. Then I find out we have 
bridges like this in Thurmond, West Virginia. 

The coal train is running on the left side and cars take turns running on the right side. There are 
small little standoffs on the right edge where pedestrians can be relatively safe. 

When the coal train runs by the whole bridge shakes. 

 

There is a bridge like this in St. Louis which lost its rails: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hFS_74CTa0k
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How does the Galloping Goose #5 “Migrate”? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jU4jJRQRVWY 

It normally sits on a short section of track in front of the museum in Dolores, but a section of track 
and hidden truck ramp lets it get up on a transport trailer for “field trips”. 

It’s a variation on the bridge theme: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jU4jJRQRVWY
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Santa says Merry Christmas from the North Pole: 

 

 

Notes from The Siding 
By John Emmot 

Well, it was bound to happen. My mind is Swiss cheese and the Milepost fell through a hole. So, this 
may be short. With the change of month, Christmas is knocking on the door. Thus, I have been 
working on ‘honey-dos’. We have baked about 10 dozen cookies so far with many more to come. 
Made three double batches of Chex Mix. Made the first trial batch of toffee. Kitten set with the 
newest member of my son’s family. A nice 3-month-old grey domestic short/long hair, long tail 
kitten. It was found snagged in their fence and promptly adopted and added to the relatives. I have 
thought about, but not acted on setting up the Lionel under the tree. First, I must set up the tree. We 
had hoped to put up Christmas lights at the Calhan depot on Saturday, but those of you who stuck 
your nose outside that day know it was not fit for man nor beast that day and we wisely deferred to 
a later, hopefully warmer, date. And, just for fun, I have been building and documenting the LaBelle 
kit of the original Moffat Pullman boxcars. They are making a bunch for Dave Naples at the Moffat 
Railroad Museum and wanted a critique for accuracy. Who better than me? We might as well make 
them as good as possible. Still some work to do and changes to make, but at least it is fun. 

Planning is under way for the February TECO show. We hope for a great turnout for the winter show. 
We are inviting as many layouts as possible to fill the south hall at the Event Center. As of now, we 
have several confirmed who have not been seen before in the Springs. Mark Feb 4-5th on your 
calendar, It will be well worth your while. And for those who are able, please consider volunteering to 
help TECO stage the show. We can always use the help. 

The next meeting is the Christmas party at the Sand Creek Police Station. Election of the 2023 
officers will be the first order of business. It’s not too late to enter the race with a floor nomination. 
Otherwise, the incumbents will be re-railroaded for another year. 
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The party will include the traditional sharable snacks, cake, and drinks. There will be two individual 
gift exchanges. Bring a gift to put in each that you want to participate in. One is for NOT model 
railroad items and is one for railroad items. Tony has worked with Santa to provide for the Division 
drawing presents. 

There are probably other viable topics, but to lessen the impact in Dave, I better end this. Hope to 
see MANY folks ‘round the roundhouse this month.  

 

November 2022 Minutes 
Secretary, John Emmot 

The regular monthly meeting was called to order by Superintendent, Wade Mountz at 6:55 in the 
community room of the Sand Creek Police Station. There were 19 members, and no visitors present.  

The minutes of the October meeting were approved as published in the Milepost. 

Treasurers Report 
Tony had provided an email update to the officers on activity in the PPD bank account and he 
passed out hard copies at the meeting. The statement covered the income from last month, the 
October drawing and the monthly interest of $0.11. The statement was accepted as submitted. 
While he had the floor, Tony asked about who would help with wrapping the Christmas gifts for 
December and pointed out the display of detailed gondolas he had brought. (Kristin and Charlotte 
both agreed to wrap.) 

Meeting Discussions 
It was clarified that there would be a cake at the Christmas Party and that there would be a rail and 
non-rail gift swap. Anyone who wants to participate in either or both must bring an appropriate gift 
to put in. 

The elections of 2023 officers will precede the party in December. Tony, Mark, John, and Wade 
(reluctantly) are willing to continue in their respective positions. Nominations from the floor will be 
accepted until the vote. 

Elizabeth presented a report on the next TECO show on February 4-5. The show will be at the 
Colorado Springs Event Center in Hall B, the larger southern space. The theme is Colorado Rail 
Destinations, and we are inviting as many as possible of the trains, museums, and attractions to 
attend with their information. TECO will continue with a once-a-year weekend train show and a one-
day outdoor swap meet. Elizabeth has contacted the Vista Grande Baptist Church at Powers and 
Stetson Hills about using their parking lot on a date to be determined. There is no final decision 
currently. 

Wade said he did not get a response from the Rocky Mountain Region about the trifold display for 
NMRA materials at Division events. Elizabeth said she had been in contact with Gary Myers and that 
the existing display would be sent to the Pikes Peak Division for all local events following the 
upcoming TCA show. The RM Region will acquire a new display for their use. 

John noted the work by Mark and Amber over several days to get Roy’s new store layout re-
assembled and operating. They have braced the legs, reconnected the track cuts and installed some 
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scenery. If anyone would like to continue with scenery on the layout, contact Roy. He appreciates 
volunteers from the Division. 

A break for refreshments was taken.  

Following the break Wade talked a bit about his new Free-mo module and then Tony conducted the 
drawing for the prizes listed in the last Milepost. 

Old business 
There was no old business. 

Contest 
There was no contest. 

Program 
The program for where there wasn’t any started with Elizabeth and a slide show with a comparison 
between the Calhan depot and the Virginia and Truckee depot that they had recently visited in 
Nevada. There were many similarities from holes in the roof to sisters for the rafters. 

The second non-program was Mark and Amber showing pictures and videos from their recent visit 
on the Durango and Silverton photo trip. They had night shots from the roundhouse/turntable area 
and pictures and videos from the ride to and from Silverton. It’s still a great railroad to side and 
enjoy even if they are burning oil now :>). 

Meeting adjourned at 8:17. 
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Pikes Peak “N”Gineers Model Railroad Club 
By Mike Peck 

Superintendent’s Corner 

   

                        Colorado Christmas layout.                                  Record breaking Swiss train. 

Here it is December already, where did 2022 go? Time For me to get in gear and get the storage unit 
ready for the MTL modules so we can store them until we find a home for it. Will need to put some 
of the MTL in my garage until we can disassemble the storage rack.  

December 16th is our corporate meeting and elections, so I hope we have some folks interested in 
running for these offices. Time to get serious in the club’s future and where it is going. 

As you can see from the calendar of events for 2023, we have something scheduled for the first four 
months. I have a meeting with the Village at Skyline on December 6th to plan a set up or two there. 
As a club we will need to decide on how many times we want to set up the T-TRAK display. 

Colorado Christmas Gift Event 
We arrived on Thursday to set up our layout and the only thing ready for us was our space. We got 
everything in and waited for our tables. Once the tables showed up it didn’t take us that long to set 
up. We test ran a locomotive and everything worked well. 

Friday morning found Steve, Mary & I there to run trains. Yes, we started off with the Gremlins both 
track wise and electrically. Luckily it was a slow day, so we were able to level modules again, so the 
joints aligned correctly. John, Glenn, and Debby showed up later. Added an additional power cord to 
red line as we had a power drop on one end of the layout. The Zephyr kicked out a couple of times 
then ran well the rest of the day. 

Saturday was a zoo! Lots and lots of folks coming and going. Everything ran well for most of the 
time, had to adjust modules here and there. Passed out all our PPNG flyers and a lot of TECO flyers 
once we got some.  

Sunday proved to be a slow day. We kept the few people that walked by entertained. By 4pm it was 
so slow the vendors started packing up their wares and so we followed suit. The event was to close 
at 5pm, we were home by 7 after. 

We have been invited back for 2023 and will be in a more prominent location. Not sure what that 
means but we’ll find out. 
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                                John’s new hotrod.                                    Another view of layout. 

   
                     A couple of Steve’s modules.                  A couple of John’s modules with a NASA train. 
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Other Things 

 

 

John sent me these photos of a record-breaking Swiss passenger train. If you can copy the photo, 
then paste it, you should be able to blow it up to see how the train snakes through the valley and 
tunnels.  

Editor’s Notes 
Thank-you John for the photos and article on the Swiss Train. I can use these types of stories to 
help fill in the Railhead. In the January edition I will be adding the Photos and information Terry Kift 
found about Irish T-TRAK, when I find out where I hid the photos. 

If you come across any articles, photos or events you come across on your travels and would like to 
share them with the club, please send to me before the end of each month so I have time to get 
them in to the Railhead.  

The club is going to start doing clinics again as soon as a schedule is made with Earl we’ll start with 
T-TRAK modules that have switches. Once the schedule is made, I’ll put the dates, times, and 
location in the Railhead for all those who want to attend.  

In Memorial 
The club lost a friend and an associate member of the club. For those of us that got to know Gerry 
Amber he was a quiet man until we started talking trains. He loved to travel the country attending 
special rail events along with Bob, sometimes John. 
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Gerry & Bob with UP 3977 in North Platte, NE9/13/2015 

 

Gerry & John with UP 3977, 9/13/2015 
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Gerry worked with DCC and helped set up a DCC clinic at the Village at Skyline and put on by Roger 
Franks. There was a good turnout, and it was an enjoyable morning. Gerry hosted a club anniversary 
along with his friend Tom. After dinner we went to the basement, and you guessed it we ran trains 
until it was time to go home. Gerry you will be missed! 

The Lighter Rail 
By Kristin Phillips 

Santa Cannot Use His Sleigh This Year 

 

Santa cannot use his sleigh this year 
He can no longer use his reindeer 

Poor Rudolph’s nose is no longer bright 
His red nose no longer glows at night. 

 

Dasher can no longer dash 
He blames it on the crash 

Dancer can no longer dance 
Prancer refuses to prance. 

 

Vixen says he’s too old to go 
Comet says he has met a doe 
Cupid says he’s ready to retire 

A younger buck, Santa needs to hire. 

 

Donner is too drunk once again 
Blitzen told Santa, “Use your train.” 

So, Santa put away the sleigh 
Loaded the train, got on his way. 

 

You won’t hear any reindeer hoofs 
On top of any of the roofs 

But if you hear a train whistle blow 
Be careful looking out your window. 
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Santa has arrived once again 
In his shiny red Christmas train. 

Santa and The Train Set 
While working in a store as Santa Claus, I had lots of boys ask me for an electric train set. "If you get 
your train," I would tell each one, "you know your dad is going to want to play with it too. Is that 
okay?" 

The usual answer was a quick yes, but after I asked one boy this question, he became very quiet. 
Trying to move the conversation along, I asked what else he would like Santa to bring him. 

He promptly replied, "Another train.” 

 

Classified Ads 
Free! – I have several back issues of Model Railroader that I would like to see have a new home. If 
you would like to receive them, please contact me at dave@bristow-family.org 

 



 

 



 

 

We Sell-Buy-Trade Model Trains all Scales 
Be buy collections large & small 

New Address, New Expanded Store 

Chapel Hills Mall 
1710 Briargate Blvd Suite #500 

Colorado Springs, CO 80920 
2nd Floor above Dick's - Follow the Signs 

Hours of Operation 
Mon-Fri 1-6pm Sat 1-5pm Sun 1-4pm 

 

Visit Roy’s Model Trains website 
http://roysmodeltrains.com/ 

Email: aviationhistory@comcast.net 
Phone: 719-728-0503 Leave a Message 

COME VISIT US SOON!! 
Watch for monthly Swap Meets 

 

http://roysmodeltrains.com/
mailto:aviationhistory@comcast.net?subject=Contact

